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Teachers are the awakeners of the inner mind and intellect that goes on to shape the                

persona of each individual. Their profound contribution stretches far beyond the mere            

gratitude that we behold for them. On this fortunate occasion, the students of SIBM              

Hyderabad, extended their heartfelt gratitude and sincere regards to all the faculties            

and non-teaching workforce for ensuring that the best of teaching infrastructure is            

available to us.  

Amid the pandemic, we truly appreciate how the management has been beating all             

the odds to ensure that we experience seamless online virtual classes.  

The remote education and the physical distance did not cause any trouble as far as the                

learning resource availability and lecture delivery is concerned because our faculties           

ensured that all the aspects are taken into consideration to provide us with the best               

learning facilities.  

This pandemic definitely did not lower the spirit of the students to express their              

gratitude to the Gurus. This can be seen in the post remote celebration of Teachers’               

Day at SIBM Hyderabad.  

The students captured various moments of the new normal to make a poster that truly               

captures the essence of online education facilitated by the faculties in spite of all              

technical hindrances. The use of hashtags like # our teachers our heroes and #              

teachers from India on various social media platforms like LinkedIn, Twitter,           

Instagram and Facebook uphold the warm gratitude towards our honourable faculties.  

The faculties are truly an inspiration to remind us that there is no age to learn. Their                 

attempt to adapt to this new technology is yet another lesson for us.  

As they say,  

“He was Guru Dronacharya who turned Arjun, a name, into a definition”, we once              

again thank all for not only inculcating a hunger for knowledge and wisdom but also               

for being our mentor and providing us with all the strength and perseverance needed              

to succeed.  
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Through this, a significant contribution has been made to the growth and            

development of the institute highlighting its enthusiasm and efforts to appreciate its            

true assets. 

 

The poster with all our faculties. 
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